We consider the problem of finding equivalent minimalsize reformulations of SQL queries in presence of embedded dependencies [1] . Our focus is on select-project-join (SPJ) queries with equality comparisons, also known as safe conjunctive (CQ) queries, possibly with grouping and aggregation. For SPJ queries, the semantics of the SQL standard treats query answers as multisets (bags), whereas the stored relations are treated either as sets, which is called bag-set semantics, or as bags, which is called bag semantics. (Under set semantics, both query answers and stored relations are treated as sets.)
INTRODUCTION
Query containment and equivalence were recognized fairly early as fundamental problems in database query evaluation and optimization. The reason is, for conjunctive queries (CQ queries) -a broad class of frequently used queries, whose expressive power is equivalent to that of select-project-join queries in relational algebra -query equivalence can be used as a tool in query optimization. Specifically, to find a more efficient and answer-preserving formulation of a given CQ query, it is enough to "try all ways" of arriving at a "shorter" query formulation, by removing query subgoals, in a process called query minimization [2] . A subgoal-removal step succeeds only if equivalence (via containment) of the "original" and "shorter" query formulations can be ensured. The equivalence test of [2] for CQ queries is known to be NP complete, whereas equivalence of general relational queries is undecidable.
In recent years, there has been renewed interest in the study of query containment and equivalence, because of their relationship to the problem of answering queries using views [16] . In particular, the problem of rewriting queries equivalently using views has been the subject of extensive rigorous investigations. Please see [11, 16, 20] for discussions of the state of the art and of the numerous practical applications of the problem. A test for equivalence of a CQ query to its candidate CQ rewriting in terms of CQ views uses an equivalent transformation of the rewriting to its CQ expansion, which (informally speaking) replaces references to views in the rewriting by their definitions [16] . The test succeeds if and only if the expansion of the rewriting is equivalent, via the equivalence test of [2] , to the input query.
Some of the investigations discussed in [11, 16, 20 ] focused on view-based query rewriting in presence of integrity constraints, also called dependencies, see [1] for an overview. For a given query, accounting for the dependencies that hold on the database may increase the number of equivalent rewritings of the query using the given views. As a result, for a given quality metric on the rewritings being generated, one may achieve better quality of the outputs of the rewriting generator, with obvious advantages. Similarly, accounting for the existing dependencies in reformulating queries in a query optimizer could result in a larger space of equivalent reformulations. (See Example 4.1 in this paper.)
In the settings of query reformulation and view-based query rewriting in presence of dependencies, Deutsch and colleagues have developed an algorithm, called Chase and Backchase (C&B, see [11] ) that, for a given CQ query, outputs equivalent minimal-size CQ reformulations or rewritings of the query. The technical restriction on the algorithm is the requirement that the process of "chasing" (see [1] for an overview) the input query under the available dependencies terminate in finite time. Intuitively, the point of the chase in C&B is to use the available dependencies to derive a new query formulation, which can be used to check "dependencyaware" equivalence of the query to any candidate reformulation or rewriting by using any known dependencyfree equivalence test (e.g., that of [2] for CQ queries). Under the above restriction, the C&B algorithm is sound and complete for CQ queries, views, and rewritings/ reformulations in presence of embedded dependencies, which are known to be sufficiently expressive to specify all usual integrity constraints, such as keys, foreign keys, inclusion, join, and multivalued dependencies [10] .
The above guarantees of C&B hold under set semantics for query evaluation, where both the database (stored) relations and query answers are treated as sets. Query answering and rewriting in the set-semantics setting have been studied extensively in the database-theory literature. At the same time, the set semantics is not the default query-evaluation semantics in database systems in practice. Specifically, the expected semantics of query evaluation in the standard query language SQL [14] is bag-set semantics. That is, whenever a query does not use the DISTINCT keyword, then query answers are treated in the SQL standard as multisets (i.e., sets with duplicates, also called bags), whereas the database relations are assumed to be sets.
Arguably, the default semantics of SQL is the bag semantics, where both query answers and stored relations are permitted to be bags. Indeed, by the SQL standard stored relations are bags, rather than sets, whenever the PRIMARY KEY and UNIQUE clauses (which arise from the best practices but are not required in the SQL standard) are not part of the CREATE TABLE statement. Using bag semantics in evaluating SQL queries becomes imperative in presence of materialized views [16] , where the definitions of some of the views may not have included the DISTINCT keyword, even assuming that all the original stored relations are required to be sets.
The problem of developing tests for equivalence of CQ queries under bag and bag-set semantics was solved by Chaudhuri and Vardi in [4] . The bag-set-semantics test of [4] is also used in testing equivalence of queries with grouping and aggregation [8, 21] . At the same time, developing tests for equivalence of CQ queries under bag or bag-set semantics in presence of embedded dependencies has been an open problem until now. To the best of our knowledge, the only efforts in this direction have been undertaken by Deutsch in [9] and by Cohen in [6] , please see Section 7 for a more detailed discussion. Neither effort has resulted in equivalence tests for queries in presence of arbitrary sets of embedded dependencies, which may serve as an indication that the problem of developing tests for equivalence of CQ queries under bag or bag-set semantics in presence of embedded dependencies is not trivial.
Our contributions.
We consider the problem of finding equivalent minimalsize reformulations of SQL queries in presence of em-bedded dependencies, with a focus on select-project-join queries with equality comparisons, also known as safe CQ queries, possibly with grouping and aggregation. To construct algorithms that would solve instances of this Query-Reformulation Problem (specified in Section 3), we develop a comprehensive framework for equivalence of CQ queries under bag and bag-set semantics in presence of embedded dependencies, and make a number of conceptual and technical contributions. Specifically:
• We formulate sufficient and necessary conditions for correctness (soundness) of chase for CQ queries and arbitrary sets of embedded dependencies under bag and bag-set semantics, see Section 4.
• It has been shown [9] that constraints that force some relations to be sets on all instances of a given database schema arise naturally in the context of sound chase under bag semantics. We develop a formal framework for defining such constraints as embedded dependencies, provided that row (tuple) IDs (commonly used in commercial databasemanagement systems) are defined for the respective relations. See Section 4.
• We extend the condition of [4] for bag equivalence of CQ queries, to those cases where some relations are set valued in all instances of the given schema, see Section 4. Our proof of this nontrivial result includes reasoning involving bag (non)containment.
• We show that the result Q n of sound chase of a CQ query Q using a finite set Σ of embedded dependencies is unique under each of bag and bag-set semantics, whenever set-chase of Q using Σ terminates. We also provide a constructive characterization of the maximal subset of Σ that is satisfied by the canonical database for Q n . See Section 5.
• We provide equivalence tests for CQ queries in presence of embedded dependencies under bag and bag-set semantics, see Section 6.1.
• We present equivalence tests for CQ queries with grouping and aggregation in presence of embedded dependencies, see Section 6.2.
• Finally, we develop sound and complete (whenever set-chase on the inputs terminates) algorithms for solving instances of the Query-Reformulation Problem with CQ queries under each of bag and bag-set semantics, as well as instances of the problem with aggregate queries, see Section 6.3.
Due to the space limit, we present here only an extended abstract of our results. All the details are available in the full version [5] of this paper.
Our contributions are clearly applicable beyond the Query-Reformulation Problem of Section 3. Specifically, the results of this paper can be used in developing algorithms for rewriting CQ queries and queries in more expressive languages (e.g., including grouping and aggregation, or including arithmetic comparisons [18] ) using views in presence of embedded dependencies, under bag or bag-set semantics for query evaluation. Among other directions, our results could help solve the problem of reformulation for XQueries with bag semantics on XML data. Such queries can be explicitly written using the keyword unordered, see [9] for a discussion.
PRELIMINARIES 2.1 The Basics
A database schema D is a finite set of relation symbols and their arities. A database (instance) D over D has one finite relation for every relation symbol in D, of the same arity. A relation is, in general, bag valued; that is, it is a bag (also called multiset) of tuples. A bag can be thought of as a set of elements (the core-set of the bag) with multiplicities attached to each element. We say that a relation is set valued if its cardinality coincides with the cardinality of its core-set. A database instance is, in general, bag valued. We say that a database instance is set valued if all its relations are set valued.
A conjunctive query (CQ query) Q over a schema D is an expression of the form Q(X) : − φ(X,Ȳ ), where φ(X,Ȳ ) is a nonempty conjunction of atomic formulas (i.e., relational atoms, also called subgoals) over D. We follow the usual notation and separate the atoms in a query by commas. We call Q(X) the head and φ(X,Ȳ ) the body. We use a notation such asX for a vector of k variables and constants X 1 , . . . , X k (not necessarily distinct). Every variable in the head must appear in the body (i.e., Q must be safe). The set of variables in Y is assumed to be existentially quantified.
Given two conjunctions φ(Ū ) and ψ(V ) of atomic formulas, a homomorphism from φ(Ū ) to ψ(V ) is a mapping h from the set of variables and constants inŪ to the set of variables and constants inV such that (1) h(c) = c for each constant c, and (2) for every atom r(U 1 , . . . , U n ) of φ, r(h(U 1 ), . . . , h(U n )) is in ψ. Given two CQ queries Q 1 (X) : − φ(X,Ȳ ) and Q 2 (X ) : − ψ(X ,Ȳ ), a containment mapping from Q 1 to Q 2 is a homomorphism h from φ(X,Ȳ ) to ψ(X ,Ȳ ) such that h(X) =X .
For a conjunction φ(Ū ) of atomic formulas, an assignment γ for φ(Ū ) is a mapping of the variables of φ(Ū ) to constants, and of the constants of φ(Ū ) to themselves. We use a notation such as γ(X) to denote tuple (γ(X 1 ), . . . , γ(X k )). Let relation P i in database D correspond to predicate p i . Then we say that atom p i (X) is satisfied by assignment γ w.r.t. database D if there exists tuple t ∈ P i in D such that t = γ(X). This definition is naturally extended to define satisfaction of conjunctions of atoms.
Query evaluation under set semantics. For a CQ query Q(X) : − φ(X,Ȳ ) and for a database D, suppose that there exists an assignment γ for the body φ(X,Ȳ ) of Q, such that φ(X,Ȳ ) is satisfied by γ w.r.t. D. Then we say that Q returns a tuple t = γ(X) on D. Further, the answer Q(D, S) to Q on a set-valued database D under set semantics for query evaluation is the set of all tuples that Q returns on D.
Query equivalence under set semantics. Query [2] states that a necessary and sufficient condition for the set-containment Q 1 S Q 2 , for CQ queries Q 1 and Q 2 , is the existence of a containment mapping from Q 2 to Q 1 . This result forms the basis for a sound and complete test for set-equivalence of CQ queries, by definition of set-equivalence.
Canonical database. Every CQ query Q can be regarded as a symbolic database D (Q) . D (Q) is defined as the result of turning each subgoal p i (. . .) of Q into a tuple in the relation P i that corresponds to predicate p i . The procedure is to keep each constant in the body of Q, and to replace consistently each variable in the body of Q by a distinct constant different from all constants in Q. The tuples that correspond to the resulting ground atoms are the only tuples in the canonical database D (Q) for Q, which is unique up to isomorphism.
Bag and Bag-Set Semantics
In this section we provide definitions for query evaluation under bag and bag-set semantics. Our definitions are consistent with the semantics of evaluating CQ queries in the SQL standard (see, e.g., [14] ), as well as with the corresponding definitions in [4, 17] .
Query evaluation under bag-set semantics. Consider a CQ query Q(X) : − φ(X,Ȳ ). The answer Q(D, BS) to Q on a set-valued database D under bagset semantics for query evaluation is the bag of all tuples that Q returns on D. That is, for each assignment γ for the body φ(X,Ȳ ) of Q, such that φ(X,Ȳ ) is satisfied by γ w.r.t. D, γ contributes to the bag Q(D, BS) a distinct tuple t = γ(X), such that Q returns t on D w.r.t. γ. (I.e., whenever Q returns t 1 on D w.r.t. γ 1 and Q returns a copy t 2 of t 1 on D w.r.t. γ 2 = γ 1 , then each of t 1 and t 2 is a separate element of the bag Q(D, BS).)
Query evaluation under bag semantics. For a CQ query Q, the answer Q(D, B) to Q on a bag-valued database D under bag semantics for query evaluation is a bag of tuples computed as follows. Suppose Q is
Consider the vector p 1 , . . . , p n of predicates (not necessarily distinct) occurring in the body of Q, and let P 1 , . . . , P n be the vector of relations in D such that each p i corresponds to relation P i . Whenever two subgoals p i (. . .) and p j (. . .) of Q, with i = j, have the same predicate, P i and P j refer to the same relation in D.
Let γ be an assignment for the body of Q, such that the body of Q is satisfied by γ w.r.t. D. Assignment γ maps each subgoal p i (X i ) of Q into a tuple t (i) in relation P i . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let m i be the number of occurrences of tuple t (i) in the bag P i . (I.e., m i > 0 is the multiplicity associated with the (unique copy of) tuple t (i) in the core-set of P i .) Then each distinct γ contributes exactly Π n i=1 m i copies of tuple t = γ(X) to the bag Q(D, B). (Recall thatX is the vector of variables and constants in the head of Q.) Further, the bag Q(D, B) has no other tuples.
Equivalence Tests for CQ Queries
This subsection outlines equivalence tests for CQ queries, for the cases of bag and bag-set semantics. The classical equivalence test [2] for CQ queries for the case of set semantics is described in Section 2.1.
Query equivalence under bag and bag-set semantics. Query Q 1 is equivalent to query Q 2 under bag semantics (bag-equivalent, denoted Q 1 ≡ B Q 2 ) if for all bag-valued databases D it holds that Q 1 (D, B) and Q 2 (D, B) are the same bags. Query Q 1 is equivalent to query Q 2 under bag-set semantics (bag-set-equivalent, Q 1 ≡ BS Q 2 ) if for all set-valued databases D it holds that Q 1 (D, BS) and Q 2 (D, BS) are the same bags. 
For bag and bag-set semantics, the following conditions are known for CQ query equivalence. (Query Q c is a canonical representation of query Q if Q c is the result of removing all duplicate atoms from Q.)
where Q c and Q c are canonical representations of Q and Q , respectively. 2
Dependencies and Chase
Embedded dependencies. We consider dependencies σ of the form
where φ and ψ are conjunctions of atoms, which may include equations. Such dependencies, called embedded dependencies, are sufficiently expressive to specify all usual integrity constraints, such as keys, foreign keys, inclusion, and join dependencies [10] . If ψ consists only of equations, then σ is an equality-generating dependency (egd). If ψ consists only of relational atoms, then σ is a tuple-generating dependency (tgd). Every set Σ of embedded dependencies is equivalent to a set of tgds and egds [1] . We write D |= Σ if database D satisfies all the dependencies in Σ. All sets Σ we refer to are finite.
Query containment and equivalence under dependencies. We say that query Q is set-equivalent to query P under a set of dependencies Σ, denoted Q ≡ Σ,S P, if for every set-valued database D such that D |= Σ we have Q(D, S) = P (D, S). The definition of set containment under dependencies, denoted Σ,S , as well as the definitions of bag equivalence and bag-set equivalence under dependencies (denoted by ≡ Σ,B and ≡ Σ,BS , respectively), are analogous modifications of the respective definitions for the dependency-free setting, see Sections 2.1 and 2.3.
Chase. Assume a CQ query Q(X) : − ξ(X,Ȳ ) and a tgd σ of the form φ(Ū ,W ) → ∃V ψ(Ū ,V ). Assume w.l.o.g. that Q has none of the variablesV . The chase of Q with σ is applicable if there is a homomorphism h from φ ∧ ψ to ξ, where ψ is a (perhaps empty) proper subset of the set of atoms in ψ, 1 and if, moreover, h cannot be extended to a homomorphism h from φ ∧ ψ to ξ. In that case, a chase step of Q with σ and h is
where ψ is ψ − ψ (as set difference on sets of atoms).
We now define a chase step with an egd. Assume a CQ query Q as before and an egd e of the form φ(Ū ) →
and at least one of h(U 1 ) and h(U 2 ) is a variable; assume w.l.o.g. that h(U 1 ) is a variable. Then a chase step of Q with e and h is a rewrite of Q into a query that results from replacing all occurrences of h(U 1 ) in Q by h(U 2 ).
A Σ-chase sequence C (or just chase sequence, if Σ is clear from the context) is a sequence of CQ queries
is the canonical database for Q n . In this case we say that (Q) Σ,S = Q n is the (terminal) result of the chase. Chase of CQ queries under set semantics is known to terminate in finite time for a class of embedded dependencies called weakly acyclic dependencies, see [13] and references therein. Under set semantics, all chase results for a given CQ query are equivalent in the absence of dependencies [10] .
The following result is immediate from [1, 9, 10] .
Superkeys and keys of relations. Let R be an n-ary relation symbol, with n ≥ 1. A functional dependency (fd) on R is an egd of the form σ :
Here, r is the predicate that corresponds to R, i m ∈ {1, . . . , n} for all 1 ≤ m ≤ k, and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We denote the set {i 1 , . . . , i k } by K, and refer to the fd σ as σ(K|j).
Given a set Σ of fds on relation R, and given an fd σ on R, we say that σ is an fd implied by Σ if σ holds on all instances of R that satisfy Σ. Further, we say that a set of positions
Finally, a key of R is a superkey K of R such that for each nonempty set K ⊂ K, K is not a superkey of R.
Queries with Grouping and Aggregation
We assume that the data we want to aggregate are real numbers, R. If S is a set, then M(S) denotes the set of finite bags over S. A k-ary aggregate function is a function α : M(R k ) → R that maps bags of k-tuples of real numbers to real numbers. An aggregate term is an expression built up using an aggregate function over variables. Every aggregate term with k variables gives rise to a k-ary aggregate function in a natural way.
We use α(y) as an abstract notation for a unary aggregate term, where y is the variable in the term. Aggregate queries that we consider have (unary or 0-ary) aggregate functions count, count( * ), sum, max, and min. Note that count is over an argument, whereas count( * ) is the only function that we consider here that takes no argument. (There is a distinction in SQL semantics between count and count( * ).) In the rest of the paper, we will not refer again to the distinction between count and count( * ), as our results carry over.
An aggregate query [8, 21] is a conjunctive query augmented by an aggregate term in its head. For a query with a k-ary aggregate function α, the syntax is:
A is a conjunction of atoms; α(Ȳ ) is a k-ary aggregate term;S are the grouping attributes of Q; none of the variables inȲ appears inS. Finally, Q is safe: all variables inS andȲ occur in A. We consider queries with unary aggregate functions sum, count, max, and min. With each aggregate query Q as in Equation (1), we associate its CQ coreQ:Q(S,Ȳ ) ← A(S,Ȳ ,Z). We define the semantics of an aggregate query as follows: Let D be a set-valued database and Q an aggre-gate query as in Equation (1). When Q is applied on D it yields a relation Q(D) defined by the following three steps: First, we compute the bag B =Q(D, BS) on D. We then form equivalence classes in B: Two tuples belong to the same equivalence class if they agree on the values of all the grouping arguments of Q. This is the grouping step. The third step is aggregation; it associates with each equivalence class a value that is the aggregate function computed on a bag that contains all values of the input argument(s) of the aggregated attribute(s) in this class. For each class, it returns one tuple, which contains the values of the grouping arguments of Q and the computed aggregated value.
In general, queries with different aggregate functions may be equivalent [8] . We follow the approach of [8, 21] by considering equivalence between queries with the same lists of head arguments, called compatible queries.
2 We say that two compatible aggregate queries Q and Q are equivalent in presence of a set of dependencies Σ, 
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section we use the following notation: Let X be the semantics for query evaluation, with values S, B, and BS, for set, bag, or bag-set semantics, respectively. Let L 1 and L 2 be two query languages. Let Σ be a finite set of dependencies on database schema D.
We use the notion of Σ-minimality [11] , defined as follows. (Intuitively, reformulation R of query Q is not Σ-minimal if at least one egd in Σ is applicable to R.) Definition 3.1. (Minimality under dependencies [11] ) A CQ query Q is Σ-minimal if there exist no queries S 1 , S 2 where S 1 is obtained from Q by replacing zero or more variables with other variables of Q, and S 2 by dropping at least one atom from S 1 such that S 1 and S 2 remain equivalent to Q under Σ.
2 We extend this definition to Σ-minimality of CQ queries with grouping and aggregation, which is defined as Σ-minimality of the (unaggregated) core of the query, see Section 2.5 for the relevant definitions.
A general statement of the Query-Reformulation Problem that we consider in this paper is as follows: The problem input is (D, X, Q, Σ, L 2 ), where query Q is defined on database schema D in language L 1 . A solution to the Query-Reformulation Problem, for a problem input (D, X, Q, Σ, L 2 ), is a query Q defined in language L 2 on D, such that Q ≡ Σ,X Q.
In this paper we consider the Query-Reformulation Problem in presence of embedded dependencies, and focus on (1) the CQ class of the problem, where each of L 1 and L 2 is the language of CQ queries, and on (2) the CQ-aggregate class (see Section 6.3), where each of L 1 and L 2 is the language of CQ queries with grouping and aggregation, using aggregate functions sum, max, min, and count; we refer to this query language as CQaggregate. For both classes, we consider only Σ-minimal solutions of the Query-Reformulation Problem.
SOUND CHASE UNDER BAG AND BAG-SET SEMANTICS
In this section we show that under bag and bag-set semantics, it is incorrect to enforce the set-semantics condition of D (Qn) |= Σ (Section 2.4) on the terminal chase result Q n of query Q under dependencies Σ. The problem is that under this condition, chase may yield a result Q n that is not equivalent to the original query Q in presence of Σ. That is, soundness of chase, understood as Q n ≡ Σ,B Q or Q n ≡ Σ,BS Q, may not hold. We then formulate sufficient and necessary conditions for soundness of chase for CQ queries and embedded dependencies under bag and bag-set semantics.
In this section we also show that constraints that force certain relations to be sets on all instances of a given database schema can be defined as egds, provided that row (tuple) IDs are defined for the respective relations. Finally, we extend the condition of Theorem 2.1 for bag equivalence of CQ queries, to those cases where some relations are required to be set valued in all instances of the given schema. Such requirements can be defined as our set-enforcing egds.
Motivating Example
Let us conjecture that maybe an analog of Theorem 2.2 (Section 2.4) holds for the case of bag semantics. (Due to the space limit, in this section we discuss in detail the case of bag semantics only; analogous reasoning is valid for the case of bag-set semantics.) That is,
in the absence of dependencies, for a given pair of CQ queries Q 1 and Q 2 and for a given set Σ of embedded dependencies. (We obtain our conjecture by replacing the symbols ≡ Σ,S and ≡ S in Theorem 2.2 by the bagsemantics versions of these symbols.)
Now consider the C&B algorithm by Deutsch and colleagues [11] . Under set semantics for query evaluation and given a CQ query Q, C&B outputs all equivalent Σminimal conjunctive reformulations of Q in presence of the given embedded dependencies Σ (i.e., C&B is sound and complete), whenever chase of Q under Σ terminates in finite time. (See [11] for the details.)
If our conjecture is valid, then a straightforward modification of C&B gives us a procedure for solving instances in the CQ class of the Query-Reformulation Problem for bag semantics. 2 The only difference between the original C&B and its proposed modification would be the test for bag, rather than set, equivalence (see Theorem 2.1) between the universal plan (Q) Σ,S of C&B for the input query Q and dependencies Σ, and the terminal result of chasing a candidate reformulation. (Definitions of these terms can be found in [5, 11] .) By extension from C&B, our algorithm would be sound and complete for all problem instances where the universal plan for Q could be computed in finite time.
Unfortunately, this naive extension of C&B would not be sound for bag semantics (or for bag-set semantics, in the version of C&B using the bag-set equivalence test of Theorem 2.1), because the terminal chase results would not be equivalent to the original queries under bag semantics. We highlight the problems in an example. 
Suppose Σ also includes dependencies enforcing the following constraints: (1) Relations S and T (but not R or U ) are set valued in all instances of D; call these constraints σ 5 and σ 6 , respectively. These dependencies are relevant to the bag-semantics case. Under bag-set or set semantics, all relations in all instances of D are set valued by definition. Please see Section 4.2 for an approach to expressing such constraints using egds. (2) {1} is a superkey of S (egd σ 7 ), and {1, 2} is a superkey of T (egd σ 8 ).
Consider CQ queries Q 1 through Q 4 , defined as
(We disregard queries Q 2 and Q 3 for the moment.) We can show that Q 1 ≡ Σ,S Q 4 . Thus, Q 1 is a reformulation of Q 4 in presence of Σ under set semantics. At the same time, by [2] Q 1 and Q 4 are not equivalent under set semantics in the absence of dependencies.
Our naive modification of C&B would return a reformulation Q 1 of query Q 4 . Indeed, each of (Q 1 ) Σ,S and (Q 4 ) Σ,S is isomorphic to Q 1 , thus by Theorem 2.1 we have that (Q 1 ) Σ,S ≡ B (Q 4 ) Σ,S .
However, even though ( 
}}. From the fact that Q 1 (D, B) and Q 4 (D, B) are not the same bags, we conclude that Q 1 ≡ Σ,B / Q 4 . The same database D (which is set valued) would disprove Q 1 ≡ Σ,BS Q 4 (i.e., equivalence of Q 1 and Q 4 under Σ and bag-set semantics), even though it is true by Theorem 2.1 that (Q 1 ) Σ,S ≡ BS (Q 4 ) Σ,S . 2
Sound Chase Steps
The problem highlighted in Example 4.1 is unsoundness of set-semantics chase when applied to query Q 4 under bag or bag-set semantics. To rectify this problem, that is to make chase sound under either semantics, we modify the definitions of chase steps.
Given a CQ query Q and a set of embedded dependencies Σ, let Q be the result of applying to query Q a dependency σ ∈ Σ. We say that the chase step Q ⇒ σ Q is sound under bag semantics [9] (Q ⇒ σ Q is sound under bag-set semantics, respectively) if it holds that Q ≡ Σ,B Q (that Q ≡ Σ,BS Q , respectively). By extension of the above definitions, all chase steps under embedded dependencies are sound under set semantics. The definitions of sound chase steps are naturally extended to those of sound chase sequences under each semantics. We say that a chase result Q n is sound w.r.t. (Q, Σ) under bag semantics (under bag-set semantics, respectively) whenever there exists a Σ-chase sequence C that starts with the input query Q and ends with Q n , and such that all chase steps in C are sound under bag semantics (under bag-set semantics, respectively).
We now define key-based chase steps using tgds. Let σ : φ(X,Ȳ ) → ∃Z ψ(Ȳ ,Z) be a tgd on schema D. For each atom p j (W j ) in ψ, we use notation p j (Ȳ j ,Z j ), whereȲ j is the maximal subset ofȲ inW j . Consider a CQ query Q such that σ is applicable to Q, resulting in chase step Q ⇒ σ Q . Let S = {s(p i1 ), . . . , s(p ik )}, k > 0, be the set of all new subgoals, with up to k not necessarily distinct predicates p i1 , . . . , p ik , that this chase step adds to Q, to result in Q . By definition of the chase step for tgds, there is a 1:1 correspondence between S and a nonempty subset ψ of ψ in σ, viz. (Key-based chase step using tgd) Q ⇒ σ Q is a key-based chase step using tgd σ if, for each subgoal s(p ij ) that is in Q but not in Q and for the corresponding conjunct p ij (Ȳ ij ,Z ij ) in ψ,Ȳ ij is a superkey of the relation P ij that corresponds to p ij . 2
Note that a key-based chase step can be defined only for a combination of the applicable tgd σ : φ → ψ with those egds that define the keys of the relations used in ψ. (See Section 2.4 for the definitions of superkeys and keys. We use these notions in their standard meaning, rather than implying that a key of a relation enforces a unique physical identifier on each tuple in the relation in question.) All chase steps that use referential-integrity constraints [14] are key-based chase steps.
We now provide necessary and sufficient conditions for soundness of chase steps under bag semantics. In Example 4.1, σ 1 and σ 2 are the only tgds in Σ that provide sound chase steps for query Q 4 under bag semantics. (Chase of Q 4 using σ 2 is key based in presence of σ 8 , and σ 6 ensures that relation T for σ 2 is set valued. Similar reasoning applies to the use of σ 1 in the chase; please see Example 5.1 on the subtlety in applying σ 1 and σ 2 to Q 4 . Using σ 3 or σ 4 in chase of Q 4 would not be sound, as R is not set valued and {1, 2} is the only key of U .) Under the subset {σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 5 , . . . , σ 8 } of Σ, the sound result (Q 4 ) Σ,B of chase of Q 4 under bag semantics is isomorphic to query Q 3 .
The requirement that certain stored relations be set valued arises naturally if one seeks soundness of bagsemantics chase, see [9] . We now show that constraints that force certain relations to be sets on all instances of a database schema can be formally defined as egds, provided that row (tuple) IDs are defined for the respective relations. In the common practice of using tuple IDs in database systems, each tuple in a (bag-valued) relation is assigned a unique tuple ID. Then the set-enforcing egd on relation P can be expressed as a functional dependency (defined in Section 2.4), which specifies that whenever two tuples of P agree on everything except the tuple IDs, then the tuples must also agree on the tuple IDs. Please see [5] for the details of our set-enforcing framework based on tuple IDs.
We now discuss item 2 of Theorem 4.1. Given a database schema D, suppose that for some of the relation symbols {P 1 , . . . , P k } ⊆ D it holds that the relation for each of P 1 , . . . , P k is required to be set valued in all instances D over D. For such scenarios, the bagequivalence test of Theorem 2.1 is no longer a necessary condition for bag equivalence of CQ queries. We now formulate the extended sufficient and necessary condition.
Theorem 4.2. Let {P 1 , . . . , P k } ⊆ D be the maximal set of relation symbols in schema D such that the relation for each of P 1 , . . . , P k is required to be set valued in all instances D over D. Given CQ queries Q 1 , Q 2 on D, let query Q 1 (Q 2 , respectively) be obtained by removing from Q 1 (from Q 2 , respectively) all duplicate subgoals whose predicates correspond to P 1 , . . . , P k . Then Q 1 ≡ B Q 2 in the absence of all dependencies other than the set-enforcing dependencies on P 1 , . . . , P k of the schema D if and only if Q 1 and Q 2 are isomorphic. 2
The correctness of the duplicate-removal rule of item 2 in Theorem 4.1 is immediate from Theorem 4.2.
We now spell out the necessary and sufficient conditions for soundness of chase steps under bag-set semantics for query evaluation. 
UNIQUE RESULT OF SOUND CHASE
In this section we show that the result of sound chase of CQ queries using arbitrary finite sets of embedded dependencies is unique (if exists) under each of bag and bag-set semantics for query evaluation. Further, we provide an algorithm for constructing, for a given CQ query Q and an arbitrary finite set of embedded depedencies Σ, the maximal subset Σ max B (Q, Σ) of Σ such that D (Qn) |= Σ max B (Q, Σ), where Q n is the result of sound chase of Q under bag semantics. We also outline a version of the algorithm that works for the case of bag-set semantics.
Why Not Key-Based Tgds?
We begin the discussion by examining the question of why the definition of key-based chase steps (Definition 4.1) cannot be simplified. The intuition behind the notion of key-based chase steps is that of ensuring that in each key-based chase step Q ⇒ σ Q , using some tgd σ ∈ Σ, each tuple in the bag Q(D, B) would have the same multiplicity in the bag Q (D, B) , for each database D |= Σ, in presence of the requisite set-enforcing constraints. The intuition is the same for bag-set-semantics. It appears that a simpler notion, that of key-based tgds, would suffice. In the definition that follows, we use the notation of Definition 4.1.
Definition 5.1. (Key-based tgd) Let σ : φ(X,Ȳ ) → ∃Z ψ(Ȳ ,Z) be a tgd on database schema D. Then σ is a key-based tgd if, for each atom p j (Ȳ j ,Z j ) in ψ,Ȳ j is a superkey of relation P j in D and, in addition, P j is set valued on all instances of D.
2
The notion of key-based tgds is equivalent to that of UWDs of [9] . Note that by Definition 4.1, all chase steps using key-based tgds are key based. At the same time, unlike key-based chase steps specified in Definition 4.1, a key-based tgd is defined independently of any chase steps, and thus also independently of the queries being chased. Deutsch [9] showed that the result of sound chase of CQ queries under bag semantics is unique up to isomorphism, provided that all tgds in the given set of dependencies are key based.
It turns out that the "key-basedness" constraints of Definition 5.1 on tgds are not necessary for soundness of chase under either of bag and bag-set semantics.
EXAMPLE 5.1. In the setting of Example 4.1, consider chase of query Q 4 using Σ under bag semantics. Note that dependency σ 1 is not a key-based tgd.
Consider chase sequences C 1 :
4 , and
4 . The queries appearing in C 1 and C 2 are as follows:
Observe that chase step Q 4 ⇒ σ1 Q using σ 1 is sound is that the application of σ 1 to Q (2) 4 adds a new s-subgoal but not a new t-subgoal.
Note that chase steps using σ 4 would never be sound in chasing Q 4 , by Theorem 4.1. (Recall that relation U is not required to be a set.) At the same time, σ 4 could be applied in chase of other queries, even though σ 4 is not a key-based tgd. Consider query Q 6 defined as Q 6 (X) : − p(X, Y ), u(X, Z). Q Here, chase step C 3 :
is sound by Theorem 4.1, because the application of σ 4 to Q 6 adds a new t-subgoal but not a new u-subgoal. 2
Uniqueness of the Result of Sound Chase
We now show that the result of sound chase of CQ queries using arbitrary sets of embedded dependencies is unique (if exists) under bag and bag-set semantics, up to equivalence in the absence of dependencies, except for the set-enforcing dependencies under bag semantics. (Cf. the result of [9] on uniqueness of the result of sound bag chase for key-based tgds only; see Section 5.1 for the discussion.) Due to the space limit, we give here a formulation of our result only for the case of bag semantics. The version of Theorem 5.1 for the case of bag-set semantics (see [5] ) is straightforward.
Theorem 5.1. Given a CQ query Q and set Σ of embedded dependencies on schema D, such that there exists a set-chase result (Q) Σ,S for Q and Σ. Then there exists a result (Q) Σ,B of sound chase for Q and Σ under bag semantics, unique up to isomorphism after dropping duplicate subgoals that correspond to set-valued relations in D. 3 That is, for two sound-chase results (Q) (1) Σ,B and (Q) (2) Σ,B for Q and Σ, (Q)
in the absence of all dependencies other than the setenforcing dependencies on stored relations. 2
By Theorem 4.1, sound bag chase adds or drops only those subgoals whose predicates correspond to relations required to be sets. Thus, it is natural to use the conditions of Theorem 4.2, rather than of Theorem 2.1, in characterizing bag equivalence of terminal chase results.
To prove Theorem 5.1, we make the following straightforward observation. The rest of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is an adaptation, to sound chase steps, of the proof of the fact (see [10] ) that all set-chase results, when defined, for a given CQ query are equivalent in the absence of dependencies.
We now establish the complexity of sound bag and bag-set chase under weakly acyclic dependencies [13] . Intuitively, weakly acyclic dependencies cannot generate an infinite number of new variables, hence set-chase under such dependencies terminates in finite time; please see [5, 11] for the definitions. All sets of dependencies in examples in this paper are weakly acyclic. The upper bound follows from Prop. 5.1 and from the results in [1, 11, 13] for set semantics. For the lower bound, we exhibit an infinite family {(Q, Σ)}, where the size of each of (Q) Σ,B and (Q) Σ,BS is polynomial in the size of Q and exponential in the size of Σ. We can show that for some CQ queries Q and sets of embedded dependencies Σ, sound chase of Q under Σ under bag or bag-set semantics terminates in finite time, even though (Q) Σ,S does not exist. Defining suitable generalizations of the notion of weakly acyclic dependencies is a direction of our current work.
Satisfiable Dependencies Are Query Based
We now provide a constructive characterization of the result of sound chase under bag and bag-set semantics. This characterization, formulated in Theorem 5.3 for bag semantics, settles the problem of which dependencies Σ are satisfied by the canonical database D (Qn) of Q n . Here, Q n is the result of sound chase of CQ query Q using embedded dependencies Σ. (We assume that set chase of Q using Σ terminates in finite time.)
Given a CQ query Q and a set of embedded dependencies Σ, consider the canonical database D ( It turns out that the set Σ max B (Q, Σ) is the result of removing from Σ exactly those tgds σ such that the chase step Q n ⇒ σ Q , with some CQ outcome Q , is not sound under bag semantics. This claim is immediate from the observation that for each dependency σ in Σ such that σ is applicable to Q n , σ is unsoundly applicable to Q n . We make the same observation about the unique set Σ max BS (Q, Σ) ⊆ Σ such that Σ max BS (Q, Σ) is the maximal set of dependencies satisfied by the canonical database of the result of sound chase of Q using Σ under bag-set semantics. (See [5] 
Σ-EQUIVALENCE TESTS FOR CQ AND CQ-AGGREGATE QUERIES
We begin this section by providing equivalence tests for CQ queries in presence of embedded dependencies under bag and bag-set semantics, see Section 6.1. These results allow us to develop: (1) Equivalence tests for CQ queries with grouping and aggregation in presence of embedded dependencies, see Section 6.2, and (2) Sound and complete (whenever set-chase on the inputs terminates) algorithms for solving instances of the CQ class of the Query-Reformulation Problem under each of bag and bag-set semantics, as well as for the CQ-aggregate class of the problem, see Section 6.3.
Equivalence Tests for CQ Queries
The main results of this section for CQ queries, Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, are the analogs, for bag and bag-set semantics, of the dependency-free test of Theorem 2.2 for equivalence of CQ queries under set semantics and under embedded dependencies. Theorem 6.1. Given CQ queries Q and Q , and a set of embedded dependencies Σ such that there exist set-chase results (Q) Σ,S for Q and (Q ) Σ,S for Q . Then Q ≡ Σ,B Q if and only if (Q) Σ,B ≡ B (Q ) Σ,B in the absence of all dependencies other than the set-enforcing dependencies on stored relations. 4 2 Theorem 6.2. Given CQ queries Q and Q , and a set of embedded dependencies Σ such that there exist set-chase results (Q) Σ,S for Q and (Q ) Σ,S for Q . Then Q ≡ Σ,BS Q if and only if (Q) Σ,BS ≡ BS (Q ) Σ,BS in the absence of dependencies.
The proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 follow from Proposition 5.1 and from Theorem 5.1 and its analog for bagset semantics.
We now formulate Proposition 6.1, which is the dependency-based version of Proposition 2.1. Observe that queries (Q) Σ,B , (Q) Σ,BS , and (Q) Σ,S may be distinct queries for the same query Q and set Σ. For an illustration, please see the chase results Q 1 through Q 3 of query Q 4 in Example 4.1.
A corollary of Proposition 6.1 establishes a set-containment relationship between a CQ query and the results of its sound chase under a given set of embedded dependencies. 
Equivalence Tests for Aggregate Queries
We now provide dependency-free tests for equivalence of CQ queries with grouping and aggregation under embedded dependencies. The results of this subsection are immediate from Theorems 2.2, 2.3, and 6.2. 
Sound and Complete Reformulation of CQ and CQ-Aggregate Queries
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 allow us to extend the algorithm C&B of [11] to (a) reformulation of CQ queries in presence of embedded dependencies under bag or bagset semantics, and to (b) reformulation of CQ queries with grouping and aggregation in presence of embedded dependencies. Our proposed algorithm Bag-C&B returns Σ-minimal reformulations Q of CQ query Q such that Q ≡ Σ,B Q under the given embedded dependencies Σ. The only modifications to C&B that are required to obtain Bag-C&B are (i) to replace the set-chase procedure by the sound bag-chase procedure as defined in this paper, and (ii) to replace the dependency-free equivalence test of Theorem 2.2 by the test of Theorem 6.1. The algorithm Bag-Set-C&B for the case of bag-set semantics is obtained in an analogous fashion.
We have also developed algorithms that accept sets of embedded dependencies and CQ queries with grouping and aggregation: Max-Min-C&B accepts CQ queries with aggregate function max or min, and Sum-Count-C&B accepts CQ queries with aggregate function sum or count. Max-Min-C&B uses C&B to obtain all Σminimal reformulations Q ≡ Σ,SQ of the coreQ of the input query Q, and for each such query Q returns a query Q whose head is the head of Q and whose body is the body of Q . Sum-Count-C&B works analogously, except that it uses Bag-Set-C&B to produce queries Q ≡ Σ,BSQ . By Theorem 6.3, for each output Q of Max-Min-C&B or of Sum-Count-C&B it holds that Q ≡ Σ Q whenever set-chase of Q using Σ terminates.
All our algorithms are sound and complete whenever set-semantics chase of Q using Σ terminates. Theorem 6.4. Given CQ query Q and set Σ of embedded dependencies such that set chase of Q under Σ terminates in finite time. Then Bag-C&B returns all Σ-minimal reformulations Q such that Q ≡ Σ,B Q. 2
The analogs of Theorem 6.4 for (a) CQ queries under bag-set semantics, and for (b) aggregate CQ queries can be found in [5] . All the theorems follow from the soundness and completeness of C&B of [11] and from the results of this paper.
RELATED WORK
Chandra and Merlin [2] developed the NP-complete containment test of two CQ queries under set semantics. This test has been used in optimization of CQ queries, as well as in developing algorithms for rewriting queries (both equivalently and nonequivalently) using views. Please see [11, 16, 20] for discussions of the state of the art and of the numerous practical applications of query rewriting using views.
The problem of developing tests for equivalence of CQ queries under bag and bag-set semantics was solved by Chaudhuri and Vardi in [4] . The results on containment tests for CQ queries under bag and bag-set semantics have proved to be more elusive. Please see Jayram and colleagues [17] for original undecidability results on containment of CQ queries with inequalities under bag semantics. The authors point out that it is not known whether the problem of bag containment for CQ queries is even decidable. For the case of bag-set semantics, sufficient conditions for containment of two CQ queries can be expressed via containment of (the suitable) aggregate queries with aggregate function count(*). The latter containment problem can be solved using the methods proposed in [7] . Please see [4] for other results on bag and bag-set containment of CQ queries.
Studies of dependencies have been motivated by the goal of good database-schema design. See [1, 10] for overviews and references on dependencies and chase. (Due to the space limit, we are unable to cite all the relevant references.) In [9] , Deutsch developed chase methods for bag-specific constraints (UWDs, see Section 5.1 for the details), and proved completeness of the view-based version of the Chase and Backchase algorithm (C&B, [11] ) for mixed semantics and for set and bag dependencies, in case where all given tuplegenerating dependencies are UWDs. In contrast, the algorithm in [12] is complete in presence of just functional dependencies. Algorithms that are complete in the absence of dependencies are given in [19] for set semantics, in [3] for bag semantics, and in [15] for bag-set semantics. Finally, Cohen in [6] presented an equivalence test for CQ queries in presence of inclusion dependencies, for the cases of bag-set semantics and of the semantics where queries are evaluated on set-valued databases using both bag-valued and set-valued intermediate results. Here, an inclusion dependency is a tgd with a single relational atom on each of the left-hand side and right-hand side.
